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Measure Description:
Modifies tax rates and income eligible for elective reduced personal income tax rates allowed for qualified passthrough income. Measure reduces two marginal pass-through entity (PTE) income tax rates, implements more
stringent employment requirements of participating pass-through entities, and excludes owners of partnerships
and S corporations with ordinary business income (OBI) exceeding $5 million from benefitting from PTE reduced
rates.
Reduces marginal tax rates at which non-passive pass-through income is subject. Reduces tax rate from 7.2
percent to 7.0 percent for pass-through income exceeding $250,000 but not exceeding $500,000. Reduces tax
rate from 7.6 percent to 7.5 percent for pass-through income exceeding $500,000 but not exceeding $1 million.
Limits reduced rate pass-through income qualification to S corporations and partnerships with ordinary business
income not in excess of $5 million. For sole proprietorships, and pass through entities with OBI that does not
exceed $250,000, changes to reduced rate qualification requirements made by measure are not applicable.
In addition to existing law PTE qualification requirements, measure requires S corporations and partnerships to
meet either an Oregon employee to employer ratio, or a three-year average limitation on distributions of income
as a percentage of OBI. Determines employee to employer ratio requirement based on amount of OBI of the S
corporation or partnership. For S corporation or partnership with OBI that exceeds $250,000 but does not exceed
$500,000, requires pass through entity to employ one employee in Oregon per owner. For entities with OBI of
$500,000 to $1 million, entity is required to employ two Oregon employees for every owner. For entities with OBI
of $1 million to $2.5 million, entity is required to employ four Oregon employees for every owner. For entities
with OBI of $2.5 million to $5 million, entity is required to employ 10 Oregon employees for every owner.
If entity does not meet employee ratio requirements (but does meet existing law requirements), measure allows
entity to qualify for PTE reduced rates if the distributions of income of a partnership or S corporation, as a
percentage of OBI, does not exceed 25 percent. Percentage is computed based on total distributions and total OBI
for current and most recent two tax years.
Changes apply to tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2021.

Revenue Impact (in $Millions):
General Fund

Fiscal Year
2021-22
2022-23
$13.4
$28.3
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$59.9
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$64.2
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Impact Explanation:
Modifications to Oregon’s reduced income tax rates available to qualifying taxpayers receiving non-passive pass
through income are expected to have a net positive revenue impact on General Fund revenue. Reductions to the
PTE marginal rates increases the benefit from the PTE program for taxpayers with qualifying PTE income exceeding
$250,000. The marginal rate changes cause a reduction in General Fund revenue. However, the new more
extensive qualification requirements for S corporations and partnerships with OBI exceeding $250,000 are
expected to reduce the number of pass-through entities whose pass-through income qualifies for the PTE reduced
rates. The majority of the positive revenue impact results from the exclusion of S corporations and partnership
entities with OBI greater than $5 million. In total, fewer than 1,000 S corporations and partnerships are expected
to no longer qualify as sources of pass through income subject to Oregon’s PTE reduced rates due to modifications
to PTE qualifications. Of the roughly 26,000 individual personal income taxpayers benefitting from the PTE
reduced rates, about 2,000 are expected to no longer qualify for the reduced rates. The majority of the positive
revenue impact resulting from qualification modifications is estimated to originate from taxpayers with total
income exceeding $1 million.
Estimates were made through an analysis of tax return data associated with existing taxpayers and pass through
entities utilizing the PTE reduced rates. Initial fiscal year estimate reflects timing of tax return filing and the higher
propensity of taxpayers utilizing the PTE reduced rates to file a tax return extension.

Creates, Extends, or Expands Tax Expenditure: Yes

No

The policy purpose of this measure is to refine the PTE program to align qualification parameters more closely
with the original intent of the policy which is to encourage small business growth and investment. In particular,
intent is to focus the tax benefit on relatively smaller business entities that are employing a greater number of
individuals working in Oregon and/or profitable business entities that are reinvesting a sizeable amount of their
profits back into the business.
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